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After sales correspondence

All correspondence relating to the after sales service of Podoblock B.V.

to be addressed to:

NL Customers

Podoblock B.V.

Verlengde Nijverheidsweg 10

9482 WT Tynaarlo

The Netherlands

Tel: +31 50 8200 257

Fax: +31 50 8200 212

Overseas Customers

Contact your local distributor. In case of doubt please contact

Podoblock B.V.

For further information visit www.podoblock.com

Trade marks

Podoblock ™ is a trademark of Podoblock B.V.
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Please read this preliminary information carefully and note ALL of the warnings, 
cautions and safety notes contained within these instructions for use before using 
the OPU ProbeHolder. Keep these Instructions For Use (IFU) close at hand at all times 
for reference. 
The ProbeHolder must only be used as detailed within this “handbook”.
Failure to do so could result in injury to patients or users, or (also) damage to the 
equipment. Podoblock does not take any responsibility for improper handling of the 
OPU ProbeHolder.

Warning !

The instruction for use should always be readily accessible for reference and be 
referred to for details of the OPU ProbeHolder.

Sections marked with the symbol provide guidance to possible actions that 
could lead to injury of the patient or user, or damage to the ProbeHolder. 

Ensure all warnings in the handbook are strictly complied with.

Section 3 Operation provides information detailing how to use the 
ProbeHolder.

The OPU ProbeHolder is compatible with most Ultrasound source.
Never use the OPU ProbeHolder without first carefully reading this manual. 
Correct handling may prevent damage to the product or harm the user. 
Misuse, abuse of the OPU ProbeHolder will not be covered by the given  
warranty,neither will warranty cover the damage because of accident or high 
impact.
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1 Preliminary Information
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2 Description

OPU Probe Holder for equine ultrasounds and 
is compatible with most ultrasound device 
brands on the market.
With the ProbeHolder, you have an innovation 
that makes equine OPU ultrasound processes 
simpler, faster and more comfortable for both 
vet and horse.
The unique construction, material and size of 
this innovative product are the attributes that 
make it valuable. It comes equipped with an 
integrated needle chamber which can be 
(optional) supplied with a stainless steel 
needle guide.
Placing your Ultrasound probe is quick and 
easy and requires only one locking screw 
through the handle with integrated magnets 
secure it all.

Packaging 
The OPU ProbeHolder is 
packaged and transported in 
a hardcover protective case 
and cushioned with 
protective foam. Protective Foam

OPU ProbeHolder
Needle Pouches

Protective Hard Case 
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3 Operating Instructions

2.  Unscrew the red knob screw by turning it 
     counter-clockwise

Turn Knob counter-clockwise

3. Slide the complete handle grip backwards

Slide Back Handle grip

4.  Open the ProbeHolder by placing finger in 
     the desired notches. Both halves are 
     secured by 2 magnets

Notches

5. Carefully insert the needle through the 
     needle guide and close the probe holder by
     clapping the two halves together and screw 
     back on the red screw to lock the 
     probe holder securely

6. The black removable handgrip can be placed 
     in three (x3) positions (removed by turning 
     round by hand)

Position 1

Position 2

Position 3

1. Check carefully that all parts are included in the hardcase:
 ProbeHolder
 Needle Guide (Optional) 

Needle

Needle
Guide

Follow the instructions below
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